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editorial
Better Late Than . . .
I am getting this issue out a
little late, which some of you have
gotten used to, but which drives me
nuts. I like things to be on time, on
schedule.
But (you were waiting for the
“but,” weren’t you) the review of USA
Archery’s National Coach KiSik
Lee’s new book wasn’t done and I
expected you would want to read
about it sooner rather than later, so I
spent my time on that rather than
on getting this issue out on time.
And, well, there was an article
that Rick McKinney was writing
and I know how much you like his
offerings, but that was kind of an
outside chance, and I am still hoping
as I write this that it will get into
this issue. You can see my quandry.
At the same time, quite a few of our
“regulars” were either very busy, or
on vacation, or. . . . Editors get old
and grey for reasons, you know.
We have a new author and a
new series for you. It is linked to the

reason you don’t have an aricle from
Lorretta Sinclair: she has taken over
the reins of USA Archery’s College
Archery Program and is really busy.
We haven’t had much to say about
college archery programs to date,
but there are many current efforts
trying to grow archery and one of
those is in the colleges. The President of the Purdue Archery Club,
Jonathan Miller, has gratiously
agreed to write a series on how to
start a college archery club. Each
article is packed with specific and
hard-won advice on how to get a
club up and going. While the series
specifically focuses on college clubs,
there is good advice for anyone
wanting to start a club, so we hope
you all will enjoy and learn from
Purdue’s experience.
Before I get emails on this,
somebody is bound to ask me why
their college wasn’t asked to write
this series. I have a very refined procedure for selecting authors. I ask
everyone I bump into to write for

AFm. Period. Most of our authors
found us rather than we found
them. So, if you have an article (or a
series) in you, just dying to get out
into print, drop me an email and we
can discuss it. I say “yes” way more
often than “no.”
We continue three other series,
Michael Ros’s on injuries in archery,
Brian Luke’s on building wood
arrows. and Tom Dorigatti’s articles
on how to become a fire-breathing
dragon with a compound bow. Well,
a really good archer, in any case.
Troy Bassham is represented in
this issue; he addresses why you
don’t shoot as well at Vegas as you
expect to and I cover a couple of
topics near and dear to me: compound bows that can be shot “fingers” and what archery coaches are
missing.
Enjoy!

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.
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Cover photo is by Radu Razvan
of Japanese archers during
Toshi-ya festival at Sansjusangendo temple, held in Kyoto, Japan
annually on January 15 th .
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Contributors
Troy Bassham is the senior master level
instructor for archery seminars for Mental
Management Systems and author of Mastering
the Mental Game of Archery audio CD. During his shooting career, Troy won  National
Championships, set four National Records and
won the CISM World Championship in  in
rifle shooting. Troy was a member of the USA’s
Bronze Medal winning team in the  World
Championships. From  to the present, Troy
has worked with hundreds of junior athletes on
their mental games developing dozens of
National Champions. You can reach him at
.. or at www.mentalmangement.
com.

Jonathan Miller lives in Naperville, IL
when he is off-campus. He is a senior majoring
in business and has been shooting a recurve
bow, Olympic-style, for about 15 years. He
recently won his own invitational tournament
and says “I like playing guitar, listening to
music, cleaning pennies, sharpening crayons,
memorizing the dictionary, and reformatting
my hard drive, but only after oatmeal baths.
Shiny objects and cookies-to be honest, anything that is fun for a five-year old works for
me.” Asked why he loves archery, he responds:
“I don’t; it loves me.”
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Michael Ros says, “I am 37, married with
three children and live in Ft. Lewis, WA. I
have been shooting for about twenty years and
enjoy all aspects and disciplines of archery. I am
partial to Compound Freestyle/Unlimited and
3-D. I have competed in the pro ranks at the
state and national level since 2000 when the
Army allows me to do so. I am especially interested in working with wounded veterans and
using archery as a rehabilitation tool. I am the
treasurer at Skookum Archers in Puyallup, WA,
a Level II instructor, NASP Instructor, and
active in our clubs program to introduce archery
to the public, especially the kids.”

Brian Luke is a husband and a father of three
young adults. He has played with the bow and
arrow nearly all his life. Brian has developed a
deep respect and admiration for the accomplishments of the early target archers of the NAA and
Brian’s quest has been to experience all that he has
read about: from the making of his own wooden
bows, arrows, and linen strings to competing in
the traditional rounds of the NAA. Brian has
won six out of the seven Indoor Nationals and
five out of the eight Outdoor Nationals he has
attended, all shooting in the Traditional Longbow division of USA Archery.

Tom Dorigatti has been shooting archery since
he was  years old. He has been bowhunting and
in competitive archery for  years. During his
archery career, Tom has shot arrows in no fewer
than  of the contiguous United States plus Alaska, Hawaii, the Azores, and Guam. He has won
numerous local and state tournament titles and
has placed as high as second overall in three different sections of the NFAA. Tom prefers to shoot
in the Unlimited Division, but has recently been
learning to shoot a recurve bow FITA style. He is
also the mastermind behind the archery puzzles
currently adorning these pages.

Steve Ruis is an avid archer and coach and
Editor of This Magazine.
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TOTAL ARCHERY

—INSIDE THE ARCHER
Coach KiSik Lee’s Blockbuster
New Book—Do You Need It?
The much anticipated second volume from USA
Archery National Head Coach KiSik Lee is finally
here. This book, Total Archery—Inside the Archer (hereafter referred to as Inside the Archer to prevent confusion with his previous book, Total Archery) is directed
at elite Olympic-style archers and elite Olympic-style
coaches and those desiring to become such. In this
review we can give you some inklings of what you will
find in its pages.
It was Ludwig Mies van der Rohe (1886–1969)
German-US architect who said that “God is in the
details” (often misquoted as “the devil is in the
details”), and Inside the Archer (ITA) provides us with a
double dose of detail. I don’t know what the actual
word counts are for Total Archery (TA), Kisik Lee’s first
book, and ITA are, but I would guess that ITA has
close to twice as many words as TA and on fewer topics.
Here are the tables of contents for the two books:
Total Archery
1. The Coach
2. The Foundation of the Shot
3. The Shot
4. Biomechanics
5. Technical Performance Analysis
6. Technical Points, Suggestions and Shooting Practice
7. Physical Training
8. Mental Training
9. The Olympic Round
10.Equipment and Tuning
11.Goal Setting and Planning
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Inside the Archer
The Stance
Posture
Hip Alignment
Hooking
Grip Positioning
Head Positioning
Bow Arm
Set Position
Setup Position

Archery Focus

10.Angular Motion
11.Loading Position
12.Anchor Position
13.Drawing
14.Loading Position
15.Anchor Position
16.Rhythm
17.Expansion
18.Release
19.Bow Hand Release
20.Follow-Through
21.Shoulder Alignment
22.Breathing
23.String Alignment and Aiming
24.Timing
25.Body Awareness and Control
26.Eye Focus
27.Putting It All Together
28.The Emotionality of Shooting
While it looks like Total Archery has fewer topics,
each of TA’s chapters had a great many subsections,
while there are few within ITA. It is clear, just from the
table of contents, that KiSik Lee is talking about the
shot . . . and nothing but the shot in this new book.
Every aspect of shooting an Olympic bow has drawn
Coach Lee’s attention. Not only that, but the level of
attention to detail is very high. Take, for example, a
comment on hip position in TA, “There will be some
natural rotation of the hips toward the target when
using an open stance.” (TA, p. 51) Compare this with
“Where the feet are approximately a 30 degree angle
open to the target, the hips will be 20-25 degrees open
to the target” (ITA, p. 22). And on p. 66 of TA (on
string alignment) “Where the archer chooses to align
the string is dependent on the head-to-eye position” as
compared to “Nearly all archers need to cant the bow
very slightly to the right (for right handed archers) to
maintain correct head positioning and achieve proper
string alignment . . .” (ITA, p. 204).
There are detailed descriptions of, and recommendations for, every aspect of shooting an arrow from a
Continued on the Next Page
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recurve bow. There is such a level of detail that this is
a book one doesn’t just read, it must be studied . . .
carefully. This is Coach Lee’s master work, and no glib
reading will give you anything like a reasonable understanding of his teachings, let alone a profound one.

ing the discussion of these changes, I am sure there
have been misunderstandings and incomplete understandings (these are almost guaranteed with this level of
complexity) and I am sure things have changed. If
Coach Lee had changed nothing since arriving here,
then he would have learned nothing since arriving here.

Changes?

There seems to have been an ongoing discussion as to
whether Coach Lee has changed any of his teachings
since coming to the U.S. One side claims “yes” and
another side claims “no.” (I believe Coach Lee has said
he is in the “no” camp and has stated that some of this
is caused by people misunderstanding his teachings
and the fact that he didn’t put all of his teachings into
Total Archery.) This discussion cannot be settled here
but, we can determine whether there are differences
between the two books. Here are a couple of points I
noticed:
1. The draw wrist is now recommend to be bent, in
two planes (!), which was not mentioned in TA. I do
not quite understand why this
is recommended.
2. The photo “Incorrect Angle of
Feet” (ITA, p. 11) is virtually
identical to Photo #5 Open
Stance and Photos #20 and 21
in TA showing correct foot
position. One can’t tell from
this whether this is a change or a poor choice of
photos to illustrate the text, but in this case we have
text to back it up, namely “. . . with the back foot
parallel or slightly closed to the shooting line.” (TA,
p. 46). So, this seems to be either a change or a mistake in Total Archery.
3. Regarding the string placement in the hand, “The
string is in front of the joint on the top finger, in the
joint on the middle finger, and in front of the joint in
the third finger.” (ITA, p. 30) Whereas before “. . .
just in front of the first joint of the top (index) and
bottom (ring) fingers and behind the joint of the
middle finger . . .” (emphasis mine, TA p. 47). This is
a change, albeit a small one.
4. And the pressures on those string fingers? “At full
draw the percentages should be roughly 50 percent
middle finger, 40 percent top finger, and 10 percent
bottom finger.” (ITA p.32) Compare this with “. . .
final finger pressures be about 30% index finger,
50% middle finger, and 20% ring finger” (TA, p. 50).
5. The Fig. 2.1 “Loading Position Too Low . . .” (ITA,
p. 110) is, as an example of where not to end up at
the end of the draw, is virtually identical to Photo
#28 in Total Archery given as an example of a correct
draw.
I have not tried to make a comprehensive list of
such discrepancies between the two books, but regard-

Anything Missing?

This book is directed to elite Olympic-style archers
and elite Olympic-style coaches and those desiring to
become such. There is not a word regarding compound
bow technique (okay, there is a mention of a peep sight
on p. 204 but it is in a discussion of string alignment).
I don’t think any instruction regarding compound bow
archery will be forthcoming from Coach Lee, which is
disappointing to me. So, those of you saying that
Coach Lee’s methods have applicability to shooting a
compound bow will need to step up and make your
case, as it appears Coach Lee will not be doing so.
I have been looking for Coach Lee to make more
of a contribution on coaching, as
he clearly has strong views, and
the good news is he is planning a
third book, specifically on coaching. (Hooray!) If I have anything
to contribute, it would be to ask
Coach Lee to include how to
teach Olympic-style archery to
aspiring young archers. It is more and more apparent
that it takes about ten years of dedicated practice to
create an elite archer. We start them at about eight, so
. . . I would like to know what to teach 8-year olds, 11year olds, and 14-year olds. Coach Lee has already
addressed adults. I certainly am not going to even
mention a “bow hand release” to an 8-year old, no matter how precocious. It seems that every other sport has
guidelines as to what to teach students in various age
groups, except ours. And, for example, the wrist bones
of kids are not completely set until they are about 18
and I think we need to take that into account when we
finally get around to designing age-appropriate curricula for archery instructors.
I was also mildly surprised, but not completely so,
that Coach Lee’s “Mindset” phase of his shot cycle got
almost no play in ITA. There are more than a few
pages on the mental side of archery, though.

“It is clear that Kisik Lee
is talking about the shot
. . . and nothing but the
shot in this new book.”
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Ongoing Issues

Will Inside the Archer fill all of the holes, convince all
of the doubters, solve all of the problems? I hope not.
I am not being negative or cynical, it is just that it is
only from reasoned discussion that understanding, and
eventually the best methods, will evolve.
For example, we finally get a formal description of
Continued on the Next Page
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LAN 2 (ITA, p. 80). Does it help? I can’t tell.
On p. 10 of ITA Coach Lee says “. . . however the
feet should not become much more than four additional centimeters wider that the shoulders.” This is
maddening. What parts of the feet are to be lined up
with what parts of the shoulders? Does the four cm
apply both to me, at 6´3˝ (191 cm) tall, and an archer
who is 5´5˝ (165 cm) tall? There are more than a few
pronouncements of this type, with no justification or
adaption for different types or sizes of archers.
People have been writing about the “bow hand
release” for over 500 years. Initially it was about shooting bows with quite a bit of hand shock and the release
was a way to keep that vibration from being transmitted to the archer’s bow arm. Coach Lee’s justification
for a modern bow hand release makes no sense to me

“I have been looking for
Coach Lee to make more
of a contribution on
coaching, as he clearly
has strong views, and the
good news is he is
planning a third book,
specifically on coaching.”
and I have an undergraduate minor in physics. It seems
to be taking something that happens naturally and
making it into a form step. I also see it as a recipe for a
repetitive stress injury. As far as I am concerned the
jury is still out on this.
I am sure that you will find things to disagree with.
Hopefully ITA will generate some spirited discussions
and better understanding will come from those.
The Presentation

Since we received only a PDF review copy of the book,
we can’t comment on the printing, etc., but we can say
this is an extraordinarily beautifully laid out book.
And, if you have followed my reviews at all, you know
I have been more than a little critical of the quality of
archery book designs. I sincerely hope that the book is
printed to bring out all of the artful qualities of the
book’s designer. There was one design element that
marred the presentation, though, and it was the design
of the graphs. For some strange reason, the designer
decided to add perspective to the graphs, that is the left
edges of the graphs seem to be receding into the distance, which makes the reference lines on the graph
not parallel and makes the graphs hard to read accurately. On top of that the data lines weren’t lines, they
10

were styled as bands (to be read at the front edge, the
back edge, or middle of the band?) and gratuitous
archery photos were screened into the background of
the graphs, making them even harder to read accurately. (According to Tyler Benner these graphs were not
meantt o be read rigorously, but to merely suggest
whatw as happening.)
Regarding the text, I only found two misspelled
words (a new world record!) and a particularly egregious habit of writing “A coach that . . .” or “An archer
that . . .” instead of “A coach who . . .” or “An archer
who. . . .” There were also a few word choices I found
strange, such as “concomitantly” (instead of the much
simpler “together”) and “historicizing,” but by and
large the writing is quite good, even poetic in places.
So, this is a book to enjoy while reading.
And the Verdict Is?

At the end of book reviews in Time magazine they
have this cute little checklist; it looks like this:
Read
 Skim
 Toss
meaning the book is recommended for reading if the
“read” box is checked, skimming if the “skim” box is
checked, or “don’t bother” if the “toss” box is checked.
If you are either an elite Olympic-style archer or elite
Olympic-style coaches or one of those desiring to
become such, here is my recommendation:
 Absolutely Must Read Again and Again
Read
 Skim
 Toss
If you are a compound archer or a coach of nonelite archers, I really don’t know what you might get
out of the book. What I do know is I can’t wait until
Coach Lee’s next book comes out. I do hope he continues his partnership with co-author Tyler Benner as
Tyler has demonstrated his ability to communicate
complex ideas and contribute on his own.
Enjoy!
Steve Ruis
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Getting
Out of a
Slump
by Troy Bassham
Slump, Slump, Slump! Slumps are considered
something for competitors to fear, but if you compete long enough, you will have to deal with them.
Slumps happen and often we have no idea why.
Things are going great and you feel like you are on
top on the world then,
without warning. you can’t
seem to come close to the
scores you were shooting.
This was the case for Alex
a few months ago: a young
archer who was shooting
scores that gave him confidence, only to see those
scores go down.
He had high hopes for
the Las Vegas competition and shooting a 300/300
was becoming a habit, but then those scores started
to change into 298/300 and 296/300. What was
going on? How is it possible that someone capable
of shooting perfect scores falls into a slump like
this? To make matters worse, it seemed as if this was
happening at the worst possible time. So, how does
a person in this situation get back on track? How
does he get back to the position of being able to
shoot those perfect scores? It starts with understanding that it’s not an ability issue, but rather a
self image issue.
Alex didn’t forget how to shoot or really have
any other physical problem (these have to be

checked and ruled out, of course). He had had a self
image correction. Often, when you increase your
personal best scores your subconscious ability
improves faster than your self image is willing to
accept. Your self image is better than before, but not
as good as current scores
indicate. As a result you
will experience a self image
correction. When we
looked back at Alex’s
scores we found that he
was
shooting
scores
between 294 to 298. He
then shot up to 298 to 300.
His self image made a correction and as a result Alex
scores plateaued between 296 to 298. His self image
was saying: “I am a 296 to 298 archer.” What happened is he went from “a 294 to a 298 shooter” to
being an archer who shoots a 296 to a 298 by way of
shooting some 300’s. This is common among athletes.
The way to correct this is to focus on making a
self image change. Alex fell into a common mistake
which many archers make. They have an improvement, an ascent in ability and score, and when they
drop back they try to force the issue. They attempt
to make the score happen instead of letting it happen. So, how do we fix this? In this case we used the

“How is it possible that a person
capable of shooting perfect
scores falls into a slump like
this? To make matters worse, it
seemed as if this was happening
at the worst possible time.”
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Continued on Next Page
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Up and Pull Drill.
The Up and Pull Drill In the Up and
Pull Drill we move the archer up close to
the target and have him shoot a large
number of shots from there. In Alex’s case
we moved him from 20 yards up to five
yards. Why? Because we wanted him to
hit the X-ring every time, and from five
yards away he can do that.
We ran this drill for two weeks, five
days each week. For the first three days,
Alex shot the three spot target, ten ends,
resulting in ten arrows being shot on each
bull but on four target faces. This is a total
of 120 arrows. The instruction was: shoot
three arrows per end, per target and keep
shooting until you have shot 30 arrows on
that target and then continuing on to the
other targets, reaching 120 arrows total.
What do you think his groups looked like
from five yards away? They were tight
groups in the middle of the target.
On the fourth day I had him shoot at
one target for 30 arrows and then I pulled
him back to 10 yards. Then he shot the
remaining 90 arrows at that distance. In this way his
self image was getting a lot of imprints of X’s. When
we pull an archer five additional yards out, the dis-

“Just a couple of perfect scores
is not sufficient to retrain your
self image to believe that you
shoot 300’s all of the time. In
order for Alex’s self image to
adjust, he needed to shoot 300,
after 300,
after 300.”
tance change isn’t great enough to keep him from
hitting the X-ring on a regular basis. For the next
two days, Alex shot his 120 arrows at 10 yards. By
day six he was ready to be moved back five more
yards. So, on that day, we repeated what he did on
the fourth day, except that he started out at 10 yards
and shot 30 arrows and then was moved back to 15
yards to shoot the remaining 90 arrows. This process
was continued until he got to the 20 yards distance.
By then Alex had 100’s and 100’s of imprints of
shooting X’s and he was shooting 300/300 again.
Just a couple of perfect scores is not sufficient to
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retrain your self image to believe that you shoot
300’s all of the time. In order for Alex’s self image to
adjust, he needed to shoot 300, after 300, after 300.
After shooting perfect shots for many hours his self
image was now saying: “I am a 300/300 archer.”
When doing this drill you must use caution.
Realize that the goal is imprinting quality shots into
your self image. If your archer reaches a distance
where he can’t shoot X’s on a regular basis, move
them in closer. For Alex, we didn’t move him from
15 yards to 20 yards because he was shootiing all
10’s but not as many X’s as before. Instead, we went
to 18 yards for extra two days and then to 20 yards.
Once his self image got comfortable with this level
of continuous high performance, it allowed him to
shoot the scores he was is capable of shooting.
Try this drill with your students when they get
in a slump.
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The Robin Hood memorial in
Nottingham, England near the
castle. Photograph by Olaf.

Proactive Archery—

The Short
Arrow
Technique
A New Technique for Nocking Point and
Centershot Placement
by Tom Dorigatti
I have previously written about a stabilizer
method for exact nocking point and arrow placement
(see Volume 12, No. 4, “Tricks for D-Loop Placement”).
That method will insure you can duplicate your setup
when changing arrow rests, D-loops, and/or bowstrings and cables on your compound bow without
having to re-tune. And it works almost perfectly once
your bow has been set up. It works very well for archers
who use stabilizers that are longer than the loaded
arrow on the bowstring. However, if a person shoots
Bowhunter Freestyle, or has a very short main stabilizer, then the system won’t work without the added
expense of a long stabilizer. In this article, I will outline yet another proactive technique that will get your
arrow aligned perfectly and which doesn’t use the stabilizer. This technique provides you with a series of
“instruments” you can make to insure you have an
exacting method of setting up and replicating your all
important nocking point and arrow center shot position.
You won’t have to completely re-tune your bow
after a string, cable, or D-loop change. You will simply
use your new instrument. You will no longer have to
“eye ball” whether you are “centered” over the pressure
button hole or “eyeball” the center shot of any size
arrow. This is an added technique that allows you to
pick and choose which you prefer. If you want “super
accuracy,” you can use both
this method and the stabilizer method. I call this the
“Short Arrow Technique”
for arrow center shot and
nocking point (horizontal)
placement.
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The Short Arrow Technique Rationale

How many times over the years have you wanted to
figure out a way to get things more exacting with
regard to your nocking point location and centershot
when you first set up your bow? Sure, we all own a bow
square, and most of us have used them exclusively for
years for their intended purpose. However, setting the
bow square onto the bowstring and then figuring out
where and how to place it on the arrow rest the same
every time is a real headache. Then, there is that gap to
read across. You are never really sure if you have duplicated it or not, are you? Those pesky clips eventually
get sprung and your bow square no longer sits on the
string properly. If you are in a rut on this, please read
on. You are in for a having real foolproof method of
setting that arrow where you want it and being able to
duplicate it every time and to check it in seconds, and
know for sure you did it right.
Setting up and
Making a “Short Arrow"

I actually got this idea when I was digging through
some drawers and cleaning out old archery items. I ran
across one of those home-made “pen arrows” that are
commonly used to write down scores during leagues or
tournaments. You’ve all seen them. It involves the use
of a piece of fletched arrow into which a ball-point pen
cartridge has been inserted.
I’m always looking for ways
to get things more exacting
on bow setup. I realized that
a person could easily fashion
one of these short arrows to
set their centershot and

“You won’t have to completely retune your bow after a string,
cable, or D-loop change. You will
simply use your new instrument.”
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their center arrow height exactly! Since most people
cannot afford two or three bows to shoot for indoors,
3-D, and outdoor target rounds, most of us have gone
to shooting one bow with different arrow sizes and
then moving the arrow rest to accommodate the different arrow diameters. Voilà! You should by now be
anticipating the solution, correct? My description
below assumes that you have your bow finally tuned
and are wanting to simply get everything “marked” and
documented for easy and immediate duplication or
cross-checking.
Setting up for a Bow
that is Already Tuned

Photo 2 The grip-to-string distance is then transfered to the riser.

Since most of you have probably already gotten your
bow set up and tuned, I’ve elected to put this procedure
first in this article. What you are intending to do here
is to get your bow riser marked and measurements
made based upon the current “tune” positioning of
nock height and center shot with your current arrow
size.
1. The first thing you do is to transfer your brace
height to the inside face of the riser on your bow.
I’ve described this in previous articles (Volume 12, No
4 or see Photos 1 and 2 (below) for clarification). If you
don’t want to use a permanent marker on your riser,
then simply use some writable invisible cellophane
tape. In my example, I use masking tape only so that
you can see the lines. Do not leave masking tape on
your bow riser. Masking tape will dry out in a short
time and be extremely difficult to remove. Once you
have transferred your brace height to the face of the
site window, you now have a means of measuring
your true raw and also for setting the minimum
length to make your “short arrow.”

of my short arrow just past the “true draw” vertical
mark, but still within the sight window of the bow.
This simply makes it a tad bit more accurate, but
isn’t necessary. Just do not go beyond the end of the
riser away from the bow string when determining
the length of the short arrow.
3. Make up an arrow of the size you are shooting so
that with the nock and the point installed, it fits
within the confines the width of your riser/site window. It really isn’t necessary to have the size you are
shooting, but I personally prefer to have a short
arrow for each size I use in the bow; especially for
25XX, 26XX, or 27XX aluminum arrows! Most of
us bang up or ruin a shaft or two, or we “cull out” an
arrow that won’t hit with the others. Many of us
don’t shoot a 32˝ long arrow, so it is easy to get a
short 4-7˝ piece of shafting, add a nock and a point,
and there you have it, your “short arrow.” How long
it is, of course is dependent upon your bow’s brace
height, and the width of that riser.
4. Next, you will set your “horizontal line” at the tip of

Photo 3 Various “short arrows” made of the shafts shot from a number of
my bows.

Photo 1 Measuring the grip-to-string distance. You must choose whether
to measure to the inside, outside, or center of the string. Here the measurement is to the inside of the string.

2. Now that you have vertical line, you can measure out
how long you want to make your “short arrow.” In
my picture, you can see that I’ve extended the length
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your short arrow as it now sits on the bow string.
This is in reality your “tuned” nocking point height.
Put the short arrow onto the string and then simply
mark the riser at the very tip of the arrow, or, if you
want then measure up from the shelf to the tip of the
arrow and transfer this measurement to the riser and
extend the line horizontally as far as you want.
5. Then, you can level the bow vertically, and taking a
Continued on Next Page
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short level, extend that “dot” horizontally and level
towards and away from the bowstring for as far on
the riser as you want. An alternative is to simply
measure up from the arrow shelf to the tip of your
short arrow and make marks at each end of the site
window and connect the marks. Some pros prefer
having the arrow at the bottom or top of the Berger
hole. If you want your arrow centered on the bottom
of the hole or on the top, then simply make your line
there.

2006), I also outlined a “card” technique for marking
your arrow rest positioning up and down as a proactive practice for when that arrow rest has moved, or
gets moved. It obviously allows you to put it back
exactly as it was before you moved it. You do document your movements and setups, correct?

Photo 5 Marking your measuring instrument from the arrow shelf and
sight window. You pick whether to use metric or English units.

Photo 4 Marking the horizontal line.

How to Finish your Set Up
and Mark Your Settings

Once you have made your “Short Arrow” and completed your initial settings, you are ready to fine tune
things. At this point, you probably won’t have much to
do other than very minor refinements. Once you have
your bow “paper tuned,” or “group tuned,” or “French
tuned,” you are now ready to mark your measuring
instrument for those all important final settings of that
particular bow/arrow combination.
6. Using your “Short Arrow” on the bow string for the
size you have just set up on your bow, you can now
simply use the tip of your bow square, or a machinist’s ruler to measure up from the arrow shelf to the
exact center of the tip of the short arrow. This gives
you your exact vertical for arrow tip center. If you
have something move on you, it is a simple check
and movement of the arrow rest to get it back where
it belongs.
7. Using your “Short Arrow” again, you can also mark
the “out” from the face of the riser to the exact center of the tip of the “short arrow.” You now also have
your exact center shot setting you just completed
tuning in. I use metric measurements instead of
English (I took photos both ways.) but it is your
choice. I just happen to prefer metric measurements.
However, once you have your instrument marked,
you go to the line, so it really doesn’t matter (see
Photo 5). In a previous article (Volume 10, No. 6,
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You can use other items to measure and mark your
short arrow’s point center measurements, but since
most of us carry a machinist’s rule or bow square, I
simply suggested those as a means of insuring you have
something with you that you can use in a jiffy to check
if a rest has moved, or something has changed.
Obviously, you will make your “short arrow” and
measurements for the next arrow shaft diameter
change when you make a changeover for the outdoor
or indoor season.
Setting Up with a New Bow

You are not going to be moving the D-loop during
your bow set up. You will be moving the arrow rest
when you change arrow sizes. This is what I feel is the
beauty of this system. You move the arrow rest up and
down according to shaft size for each of your bow’s
setups.
1. As I described in my article about D-loop set up and
the stabilizer technique (Volume 12, No. 4, 2008),
you first place the arrow rest onto the bow and set
that blade angle the way you would like it. If it is a
fallaway rest, sometimes that angle isn’t adjustable;
not to worry. If you set your arrow at the top or bottom of the Berger hole, then be sure to set your Dloop up or down on the bow string that same distance. I use a nock on the string after setting the
mold line to align it with the extension of the horizontal line. I also shoot with my arrow centered on
the rest hole (see Photos 6 and 7).
Photos 8-10 (see top of the right hand column next
page) depict a method of setting your D-loop and also
getting your arrow at zero nocking point and centered
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Photo 6 Transfering the nock position measurement to a piece of tape on
the bow string.

Photo 8 (top) The excess tape is removed. Photo 9 (middle) The top
knot of your D-Loop is tied. Photo 10 (bottom) The bottom knot of
your D-Loop is then tied
Photo 7 Here is a nock centered on that measurement. I like to have my
arrows centered on the Berger hole in the riser.

on the arrow rest hole. They are self-explanatory.
2. Place the short arrow onto the bow string. Then, you
adjust the arrow rest up or down until the center of
the point of the arrow hits your horizontal line
exactly. You will soon “extend” this line by using your
bow square so that you can line up the center of the
nock, which is also the center of the arrow. This
offers assistance as a starting point of zero nock
height. Or, if you know you shoot nock high 1⁄8˝, you
can also do that now; simply measure for it. This is
your starting point for nocking point height. Don’t
mark anything permanently just yet.
3. At this point, you can also measure your center shot
from the face of the riser to the center of the point
of the arrow and get it exact! Most bows are 12⁄16ths
to 13⁄16ths these days to the center of the shaft. Now
you don’t have to “eye ball” it. You measure it to a
fine point, as in the tip of the arrow point, which
must be the center of the shaft, correct? Write this
distance down, since you might need to refer back to
it if your tuning process doesn’t go as planned and
you need to start over from scratch. Again, don’t
mark anything permanently.
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4. The rest of the steps are then the same as for the
“tuned bow,” the difference being that you don’t
make any final marks or documentation until you
have group tuned your bow and have things set.
Then you simply make the measurements and
marks for the final tune.
You will be surprised at how little the point of the
short arrow will move at the riser, but if you use the
stabilizer technique, how far the tip of that full length
arrow moves vertically when it is 25˝ to 30˝ away from
that bowstring!
Summary

I have outlined and discussed the following:
1. How the short arrow technique is a modification of
the stabilizer technique for nocking point placement. The stabilizer technique is more accurate and
can be done in addition to the “Short Arrow
Technique.” However, the stabilizer technique doesn’t give you the option of having your exact center
shot measured and marked to the very center of your
arrow. Only the “Short Arrow Technique” allows
you to accomplish this with more quickly and with
greater accuracy, and without the use of electronics
or a laser.
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• Realize also that you don’t have to use the exact
arrow size in a short arrow fashion! One size of
“short arrow” will work for all applications as long as
you measure and mark accordingly based upon the
shaft size being tuned and shot. That is to say, you
can use an X-10 short arrow for all of this if you
want. I just find it quicker and easier to have a “short
arrow” for each diameter of arrow I use out of a
given bow. It makes it a sure fire means and I don’t
get confused as to what is what.
• Another option is to place a tag on your short arrow
documenting those measurements. Avery labels
work very well for this and you can place the label on
your “short arrow” and then cover that label with cellophane tape to keep it from getting obscured (see
example below). Otherwise, be sure to “color code”
your marks on your measuring instrument for the
“up” and the “out” for each arrow size and make
notation of which color mark represents which
arrow.
Shaft Size
Point Weight

Center Shot
Dist. Up

Sample Tag for Short Arrow and Measurement Specs

2. How to measure up and mark the bow riser for
aligning your arrows at the exact horizontal center of
the Berger hole.
3. In addition, I have again reiterated the use of a vertical line that is a transfer of the brace height of the
bow to the riser. This is critically important to help
you ascertain if you have had a cable or string stretch
that has affected your draw length, and ultimately,
even the poundage of your bow. This is a double
purpose line of great importance to ProActive
archers.
4. I have discussed and illustrated how to make yourself a “short arrow” that will allow you to have a
means of replicating your set up for each arrow size
you opt to shoot out of a given bow. If you are proactive, you measure everything and mark it. You also
back those markings up by writing them down in
your journal, or by taking pictures of those measurements.
The “Short Arrow Technique” offers you a very
inexpensive means of setting up your bow, without the
use of electronics or lasers. Makingthem involves a
minimal expense, and gives you exact numbers for
every size shaft you tune to a given bow, from the fattest “27xx diameter” arrows to the smallest ACE or X10 arrows!
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One last thing to remember is that you started
with the tip of your arrow centered on the Berger hole,
at the top, or at the bottom of the Berger hole. Most
likely, you won’t end up with the tune being exactly
there when you finish up. What matters is that you
have the ability to measure it within the confines of the
arrow shelf (height) and face of the riser (centershot)
and replicate this every single time without having to
re-tune the bow. Once your tune is finalized, all you
have to do is measure it and write it down or mark it,
or both.
In addition: wouldn’t you relish the idea of changing your complete harness and D-loop on your bow
and putting your first arrow right into the bullseye or
X-ring? Wouldn’t you relish coming in from outdoors,
changing over to your “fat shafts” and not having to
completely re-tune the shooting rig? Wouldn’t you relish the fact that you can even change arrow rests and
go right back to perfectly duplicating that center shot
and nocking point even with a new arrow rest mounted on the bow?
ProActive archers are religious in their bow and
arrow setup and documentation. Being ProActive can
and will save you countless hours of trying to find a
sweet spot again if something moves or you change it
and it doesn’t work out for whatever reason.
Archery Focus

We Need
An Adult
Beginner’s
Compound
by Steve Ruis
I have a dream. I dream there is available on the
market an inexpensive beginner’s compound bow that
an adult can shoot and have fun. The closest approximation I can find to that bow is not sold in the U.S.
Argghh!
Claudia and I focus much of our coaching time on
youths and adult beginners. The youth market in compound bows is robust and varied. The anchor is the
Genesis bow. Sturdy, low cost, and designed for the
whole family, the Genesis bow is an ideal starter bow for
anyone wanting to learn to shoot a compound bow.
This bow has spawned an entire category of zero letoff
compound bows for youths and adults. And, aye,
there’s the rub!
Zero letoff.
What is the number one asset of a compound bow,
the asset that has resulted in compound bow sales
dominating all other kinds of bows in this country?
Letoff.
What is needed is a bow that adult beginners can
shoot that has letoff.
I am going to try to make the case for the existence
of a market for a compound bow that adult beginners
can shoot. No such market is in existence now, because
the bows are unavailable, so how could anyone notice
how lively the sales are? And before you go on a diatribe that you can’t make any money selling target
bows, do a little experiment. Write down your objections. Be complete and don’t leave anything out. Now
replace all references to “beginner’s target compound
bow” or whatever phrase you were using to describe
what I am talking about, and replace it with “zero letoff
family bow” (aka Genesis and other similar bows). The
negative arguments don’t hold water because the Gen-
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esis bow tells us money can be made in target archery,
if the needs of the archers are being met.
I fully admit that one cannot make as much money
per bow selling inexpensive target bows as one can
make selling $600-800 hunting bows, but ask the
question, “What was the guy shooting before he
bought his expensive hunting or target bow?” And ask
yourself “What was he shooting before he had that
previous bow?” My first compound bow was loaned to
me by my friend and coach. My second bow was also
loaned to me by my friend and coach. My third bow
was bought . . . second-hand. My next bow was an
“expensive hunting or target bow.” I would wager that
many others climbed that same ladder to a major purchase. Certainly they didn’t begin in archery by buying
a “high end” bow. They bought less expensive before
more expensive.
So, the idea here is to make a little money now to
make more later. Also, I wonder how much brand loyalty Mathews is creating with the Genesis bow? I don’t
think it is small.
What is an “Adult Beginner’s
Target Compound Bow”?

I introduce quite a few people to (or back into)
archery. As part of the services I offer I fit people for
bows (see “The Bow Fitting” in AFm, Vol. 12, No. 2). I
did about a dozen bow fittings last summer and do you
know how many compound bows were sold in the
process? Yep, zero. I have an adult size compound with
a peak weight of about 35 pounds which use I introduce my students to a “real” compound bow, that is one
with letoff. It is an older PSE bow that was modified
Continued on the Next Page
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“‘But can I make as much money
selling to target archers?’ Wrong
question. The question you want
to ask is ‘Will it be to my benefit
to keep all of my bowhunting
customers but also be serving an
equal or greater number of target
archers?’”

to fit my son as a youth. I
had one student who shot it
for three straight lessons and
then chose a recurve bow
during his bow fitting. I didn’t ask him why but I am
fairly sure I know. (Pssst,
cost.) Most of the compound
bows available aren’t suitable
for many reasons and the
ones that are are twice the
price of a high quality “stepup” recurve bow, so. . . .
An Adult Beginner’s Target Compound is Affordable
Ideally it would have a MSLP of $299 or less, but anything under $350 would be nice. To develop the market, starting with the sub $300 price tag would be a
good idea and once the bows were established, a price
increase would be warranted.
Almost all beginners learn to shoot on a low draw
weight bow with their fingers on the string. Most enjoy
the feeling of being in control of the bowstring. Also,
ask any of the release shooters you know, “Did you
shoot a release from the beginning?” and you’ll find that
a great many will tell you, “No, I shot ‘fingers’ before.”
An Adult Beginner’s Target Compound has a Low
Draw Weight Ideally it would have a peak weight of 40
pounds that could be cranked down to thirty. Making
the jump from a learner’s bow of 20 pounds of draw to
50 pounds of draw just isn’t fun. Motivated
bowhunters, young and old, are eager to get to 50
pounds of draw as that is often considered a minimum
draw weight at which to hunt bigger game, but recreational archers are in it for fun and a high draw weight
isn’t desirable and certainly isn’t necessary.
An Adult Beginner’s Target Compound has a Minimum of 39-40 Inches Axle-to-Axle Modern compound
bows are designed for release shooting hunters who
hunt in dense brush or from tree stands. Axle-to-axle
lengths are typically well below 40 inches and are
unshootable by a “fingers” shooter because of excessive
string pinch. My favorite “fingers” compound bows are
46-48˝ axle-to-axle, but with a low draw weight, anything around 40˝ of draw or up should work well.
An Adult Beginner’s Target Compound has a Letoff
of 50% Yes, I said fifty (five-zero) percent. These bows
are designed for adults who learned to shoot on 20
pound recurve bows (typically). With a 28 inch draw,
one has 20 pounds “in hand” when shooting a twenty
pound recurve bow. A 35 pound compound bow with
50% letoff gives an archer 17 pounds “in hand,” which
is plenty to get a clean release off of the string. Obviously anything in the 50-60% range will work well, but
70–80% letoff on a low drawing bow does not provide
enough tension on the string at full draw to get a clean
20

release of the string.
Beginners don’t tend to
buy used compound bows
(unless they have a friend
who is very knowledgeable)
because there is too much
technical knowledge needed
to ensure the bow is safe to
shoot and set up correctly
for an archer. (Or if they do,
it is a disaster. I had a young
man show up at one of our
beginner clinics asking to be
taught how to shoot the 70# compound he bought on
eBay. He couldn’t figure out how to pull it.) If you look
at most compound bows for sale on eBay, for example,
they say things like “60#@29˝.” They do not tell you
how much the peak weight can be adjusted. They do
not tell you how much the draw length can be
changed, etc. The sellers assume the buyers are knowledgeable and that they will go to the manufacturer’s
website to get any data they need.
Beginner’s don’t have this kind of expertise, so . . .
An Adult Beginner’s Target Compound has a Draw
Length Easily Set to a Wide Range of Draws It would be
desirable that the draw length adjustments require
nothing more complicated than an Allen wrench—no
bow press, no cable twisting, etc. Either a single moveable module (ideal) or a set of draw length modules
that come with the bow (acceptable). I think a range
from 26-31 inches should cover the vast majority of
adult beginners. The youth and short-draw adult market will cover the lower end and those of us with Gorilla Arms (of whom I am one) will just have to spend
more money (as do people who wear over-sized
clothes, over-sized shoes, etc.).
Impossible! You Say

“You say you want a $300 dollar bow and then describe
a $400 bow; can’t be done!”
Poppycock.
Many of the features of more expensive bows are
not needed. A simple paint finish is fine. A cast riser
would do as well as a CNC tooled riser and fine tolerances aren’t needed. Solid fiberglass limbs are fine. The
bow I mentioned above, the one not sold in the U.S.,
sells for the equivalent of $259 in the U.K. and Canada and isver y closeto having all of the characteristics
described above.
A number of U.S. bow manufacturers have made
bows quite close to these specs before. It can be done.
Conclusion

I want it and I want it now! The reason I say this is
there is a controlled explosion that is happening in
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archery. The National Archery in the Schools Program
(NASP) is just the most visible aspect of this change.
There are over 3,000,000 kids that get introduced to
archery every summer in summer camps. But there are
few places for them to go to continue in the sport.
NASP is a P.E. program that is generating interest, but
there was nowhere for them to go to continue the
sport. We are turning the corner because the archery
community is waking up to the fact that archery does-

“I will bet a month’s salary as
Editor of this magazine that target archers spend significantly
more money on their archery
gear than do bowhunters.”
n’t need more people to introduced to the sport, we
need more people participating, which means more
programs and places to go to continue in the sport.
The Easton Sport Development Foundation II is
building major archery facilities around the country
and not just one but several (South Dakota, Utah,
Florida are in the works or have broken ground). The
After School Archery Program (ASAP) is just getting
off of the ground but it will be providing an archery
experience for youths, adults, and seniors. The potential market for target archery is immense.
So, will they all become bowhunters? There are
about 3,000,000 bowhunters in the U.S. There are
potentially tens of millions of target archers. Can
bowhunting absorb another 10-20 million hunters? I
think you have your answer.
“But can I make as much money selling to target
archers?”
Wrong question.
The question you want to ask is “Will it be to my
benefit to keep all of my bowhunting customers but
also be serving an equal or greater number of target
archers?” I remember a couple of years ago, being at the
California State Target Championships and during a
break in the shooting I recognized the president of a
successful optics company. I gave him my card and
pointed out that I was using one of his spotting scopes.
(Editors never miss an opportunity to hook an advertiser!) He commented that they were discontinuing the
model I was using because the 45° eyepiece was more
costly to make. I indicated my dismay and encouraged
him to check out the optics being used down the line.
We talked later and he told me he wasn’t aware that
target archers spent so much money on optics and he
saw the advantage to archers of the angled eyepiece
and he was going home to make sure it stayed in pro-
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duction.
Many businesses are so focused on bowhunting
(where they are making their money . . . at least now)
that they miss the fact that target archers typically
spend more money on their archery equipment than do
bowhunters. Yes, I know target archers don’t buy camo
clothing and bow stands, but what does that have to do
with manufacturing bows? I am talking about bows,
arrows, etc. Have you noticed that there are points
available for Easton X10 arrows that cost US$12 each
(US$144 per dozen)? Do you know of broadhead customers who will pay US$12 per broadhead? Not too
many, I would wager.
If anyone were to do a reliable survey, I will bet a
month’s salary as Editor of this magazine that target
archers spend significantly more money on their
archery gear than do bowhunters. Consequently, every
target archer kept in the game is potentially more valuable to the archery industry than a bowhunter for the
items they buy in common (bows, arrows, quivers,
optics, etc.). The lack of a decent beginner’s compound
bow to step up beginning compound archers from the
Genesis bow is shunting those archers over to recurve
bows or, worse, out of the sport.
I want a compound bow for adult beginners and I
want it now! If you know of a bow that meets these
specifications, please let me know at steve@archeryfocus.com. I will write a review of it for your information. Thanks!
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Eye Injuries in
Archery
Injuries In Archery, Part 3
by Michael Ros
In archery, as with all sports, the ability to see
and see well can make the difference between winning
and losing. If you cannot see well, then you will misjudge the yardage on a 3-D target, or miss the baseball
that was hit in your direction. But with the popularity
of sports growing, so are the injury rates.
There are more than 40,000 eye injuries a year
related to participation in sports, and it is claimed that
as many as 90% of them could be prevented. All athletes need to be educated about how to prevent
injuries, whether they are to muscle, bones, or eyes.
Some very basic common sense can go a long way in
preventing injuries.
We are from a young age taught how to prevent
muscle injuries. We are taught how to stretch the muscles that we are using for the sport we are playing.
Bone injuries are hard to prevent in contact sports
except for the padding that is worn. But how do we
prevent injuries to the eyes in archery? How do eye
injuries happen?
There are roughly three
mechanisms of eye injuries:
blunt force trauma, penetration
trauma, and radiation trauma.
We will look at all of these but
will mainly focus on penetrating
trauma.
Blunt Force Trauma Blunt
force trauma is the most common of all eye injuries. The
extent of the injuries will
depend on a couple of factors.
Those factors are the size, hardness, and velocity of the object
and how much force was exerted onto the eye itself. The injury
can be anything from a “blackeye,” to a complete rupture of
the eye globe. Be aware, also,
that the bone structure around
the eye can also be damaged to
varying degrees. Blunt force
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trauma in archery is extremely rare. If there is a blunt
trauma it usually happens when someone is standing
too close to an archer when their release goes off and
receives an elbow to the eye. Or it can happen when
someone is not paying attention and turns too quickly
with a long stabilizer or with the bow itself.
Penetrating Trauma Penetrating trauma is more
common in archery than the other two categories of
eye injuries put together. We are shooting projectiles
and projectiles can be unpredictable. The rise in popularity of carbon arrows has made penetrating eye
injuries even more common. With aluminum arrows,
they were either straight and shootable or bent and
unshootable. With carbon arrows that line has all but
disappeared.
Carbon arrows are lighter and faster than their aluminum counterparts and this has fueled their rise in
popularity (and the ability to mass produce them and
keep cost down for archers). But carbon arrows are
more fragile than aluminum
arrows and will hide that fact
better. Unless you inspect your
arrows after every shot (and
99% of all archers do not do so
without a specific reason to),
there can be small cracks in the
shaft of the arrow. As you continue to shoot that arrow, the
crack grows bigger and the
arrow becomes weaker until it
fails completely. When the
arrow finally fails, carbon slivers
can and will enter the arm,
hand, face and eyes. If you have
had this happen to you, then
you know that carbon slivers are
extremely hard to remove.
One of the top five injuries
in archery is getting jabbed by
the nock end of an arrow when
someone is pulling them. This
doesn’t happen much with expeArchery Focus

rienced archers, but new and young archers suffer from both inexperience and being short enough that their eyes are level with the arrows
shot into targets.
Radiation Injuries The third and final trauma to the eyes is radiation
trauma. This happens as a result of exposure of the eyes to ultraviolet
light which are intensified by reflections in sports like snow skiing and
water sports. Archers who spend long days out in the sun on target
ranges would be wise to protect their eyes with glasses or sunglasses that
are coated to reflect or absorb the damaging ultraviolet (UV) rays.
Evaluation and Treatment Sports-related injuries can be evaluated
on site with the appropriate medical supplies by qualified medical staff.
First an adequate history of the injury needs to be taken. With an accu-

“One of the top five injuries in archery is
getting jabbed by the nock end on an arrow
when someone is pulling them.”
rate history, the injury can be properly cared for. After the history is
taken then the pupils need to be examined with a bright light. An efferent lesion prevents direct and consensual constriction while the unaffected eye maintains both. Irregularity with a pupil is usually pathologic. A small light, such as a penlight, should be used to examine the anterior chamber to check for foreign bodies, hyphema, abrasions, and lacerations.
Finally, funduscopic examination is done to evaluate the red reflex.
Even the most modest of bleeding into the ocular media can obstruct the
red reflex. Any change here warrants immediate referral to a specialist.
One of the easiest ways to prevent these accidents is to wear protective eyewear. Eye protectors need to shift impact from the eyes and face
to the skull without causing intracranial injury. The makers of the ForMaster™ training aid recommend that safety goggles be worn when the
device is being used. Have you ever seen anyone doing this? They
should.
Protective eyewear is often made of polycarbonate, a high impactresistant plastic. Because this plastic is eight times stronger than other
materials, it is preferred over all of the other materials.
Realize that if you suffer an eye injury, it is not the end of the world
for your competitive career. You can still be very successful and live a
great life. Remember to always inspect your arrows each time before you
shoot. This small step can possibly prevent a much greater tragedy of
losing your eye sight.

“The makers of the ForMaster™ training
aid recommend that safety goggles be
worn when the device is being used.
Have you ever seen anyone doing this?
They should.”
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Something is
Missing
by Steve Ruis
Introduction

Recently I have been doing a lot of work on coaching,
my own coaching, and helping other coaches, so my
mind has been focused on what coaches need and it is
clear that, well, something is missing. It took me a
while to put my finger on it, but it actually came around
to an idea I had quite a while ago. What’s missing is
institutionalized support for archery coaches.
The Problem

I am a student of history. And history shows that any
collective endeavor has certain elements, the formation
of which punctuate and support the effort. These are
things like collective statements of philosophy, or
ethics, or just reasons to be. Such statements bind the
participants collective effort and give a fundamental
sense of community. An extreme example is the U.S.
Declaration of Independence.
Without such elements any effort turns out to be
diffuse and short-lived. It is as the
rabble-rousers in pre-Revolutionary War times in this country
said—Join or Die. They, of course,
were speaking of the separate
states existing then. And this is
hardly such a matter of high historical import, but the
principle is the same.
What do archery coaches lack? We lack a support
system. Lawyers have their legal libraries and their
Bars. They have compendiums of law (Blackstone, etc.)
and online data bases. Where is archery’s literature
kept? Where is the research on coaching archery done?
Where is it recorded? I am aware of a great many articles written based on research into the physical act of an
archery shot, but I can find virtually none of them in
any library or online resource I have searched. Doctors
have professional associations and ethical standards and
codes of conduct. We have?
Yes, I am aware that lawyers and doctors make
good money selling their services. They also have recommended practices for selling those services and fee
structures and . . . , well you get the idea.
I have quite a few documents certifying coach
trainings I have attended. After each of those trainings
I joined a new fraternity—those with NFAA Advanced

Archery Instructor certificates, those with USA
Archery Level 3 Coach Certificates, etc. And do you
know how much communication I got after I received
each of those certificates? Yep, none. At the same time
we live in a world in which when you buy a new piece
of computer software and register it, you then receive
dozens of offers to buy other pieces of software, accessories for the hardware it runs on, offers of training
courses, books, etc. You may consider this “spam,” but
shouldn’t archery coaches get some of this sort of communication? Shouldn’t we receive offers for discounts
on archery books, special offers for the purchase of a
Level 4 Coach’s Windbreaker (call now and we will
include a free quiver towel)? Shouldn’t windmeter specials show up in our email inboxes?
But, there is that fine coaching newsletter you get
from the sponsors of those coach trainings. What, you
aren’t getting it? That’s because no one else is, either.
There are no coaching newsletters for archery coaches.
Funny, the volleyball coaches get
them, the Little League coaches
get them, the hockey coaches get
them, the Dog Agility Trainers get
them.
Okay, I am getting sarcastic, I
apologize, but this is downright frustrating. There is no
institutionalized support for archery coaches. Consequently there is very little support at all for archery
coaches.

“What do archery
coaches lack? We lack
a support system.”
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One Possible Solution

So, one needs to ask what those other sport’s coaches
are doing that they get the kinds of support that they
seem to need. The simple answer is they joined a professional organization. Doctors have their local medical
association and the American Medical Association,
policemen have their policemen’s benevolent organizations, golfers have the PGA, baseball players have the
Baseball Players Association, and on and on. It is these
associations that provide infrastructure for their members. They create libraries, professional standards of
conduct, training courses, degree programs at colleges,
recommended fee structures, kitschy knick-knacks you
can buy in their online store, the full gamut.
As a lesson for archery, the Professional Golfers
Archery Focus

Association (PGA) was started as
an organization for people who ran
golf courses. The idea of a professional golfers tour with millions of
dollars to be won by the contestants was nowhere in their minds.

“We live in a world where
when you buy a new piece
of computer software and
register it, you then receive
dozens of offers to buy
other things. Shouldn’t
archery coaches get some
of this sort of communication? Shouldn’t we receive
offers for discounts on
archery books, special
offers, etc.”

Archery coaches need such a
professional organization. I don’t
want the full package at the start,
but here is where I would begin
such an effort. The key elements
needed are:
1. A Code of Ethics This should be
fairly easy to draft as a simple,
clear set of guidelines on dealings with students and other
coaches.
2. A Recommended Fee Structure If
you don’t want to charge for your services, that is
fine, but everyone else is. Golf coaches charge, tennis
coaches charge, swimming coaches charge, dog agility trainer coaches charge. I would like some guidelines as to how much to charge and how to adapt
those charges to my local economy. Introductory
lessons are often free, but for ongoing lessons, what
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should I charge? For example,
we use as an example, the cost
of a movie ticket as a guide for
what to charge for a youth
archery lesson. If you live in a
major city, it can cost $12 to go
to the movies and, if you live
out in the hinterlands, it might
be only $6. These prices are set
for what “the market” will bear,
so they constitute a good guide
for what a youth archery lesson
should cost.
I see the need for help in
setting coaching fees. Should
we charge based on our experience and ability ($35 for a
Level 3 coach, $45 per hour for
a Level 4 coach) or should we
charge for a service ($15 per hour for beginning
lessons, $35 per hour for advanced lessons)? Some
help here is needed.
3. Liability Insurance I don’t mean to be negative but
the insurances that might apply to you as a coach are
not very reassuring. Archery clubs have insurance,
Continued on the Next Page
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but are you covered? JOAD
programs have insurance, but
are you covered? If you agree to
coach a child personally outside
of a JOAD program practice or
event, for example, you are most
definitely not covered. We recommend all coaches join
NADA, the National Alliance
for the Development of Archery, if for no other reason (and there are other reasons) that they supply
substantial personal liability insurance for archery
coaches that always applies.
4. A Newsletter Of course, there has to be something in
the newsletter, but I am taking the view that a
newsletter implies a commitment to communication.
This newsletter could include coaching tips,
announcement of seminars and training opportunities, requests for help from other coaches, advice
columns, etc. This would probably be an integral part
of a website for coaches that would also offer lots of
practical content. If you want a good example of such
a site, check out the United States Fencing Coaches
Association website (www.usfca.org) and for an
archery site try Texas State Archery Association’s site
(www.texasarchery.org). The TSAA site has plans for
target stands and string jigs for do-it-yourselfers. It
has lists of archery games to use to break up prac-

tices, etc.
This would be a good start. Of
course, there would be an annual
fee for being a member. This is
America, after all, nothing is really free but the people. Later on, I
would like to see seminars made
available. These could be presented to an in-house audience (for a
fee, of course) and then videotaped for presentation on
the website (for a fee or not). I would also like to see a
commitment from this group in identifying all of the
scientific papers addressing archery being made available to the coaching community along with commentaries as to what the practical ramifications might be
from the research, but that doesn’t have to happen right
away.

“The Professional Golfers
Association (PGA) was
started as an organization
for people who ran golf
courses . . .”

Conclusion

How about PACA, the Professional Archery Coaches
Association? Or NACA, the National Archery Coaches Association? Just as when you are picking a name for
a child, you have to be aware of what it might get simplified into as a nickname or acronym. I really don’t care
what it is called, it just seems like it needs to be. If we
want to grow and stabilize the sport of archery in the
U.S., we really need to do this.

Finally, A Book On Coaching Archery!
There are lots of books about archery—about archery form, archery execution,
archery equipment, even archery history; but there weren’t any books in print
on archery coaching . . . until now. Finally there is a book on coaching for beginning to intermediate archery coaches. In Coaching Archery you will learn not
what to teach (which you can get that from those other books) but how to teach
it and much more you won’t get from certification courses. Topics include:
• tips on running programs
• the styles of archery
• the mental side of archery
• an exploration of archery coaching styles
• helping with equipment
• coaching at tournaments
• plus, advice on becoming a better coach from some top coaches
There are even seven whole pages of resources for coaches! If you are a archery
coach looking to increase your coaching skills, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN ---- • US $.

Available at Better Bookstores and Online
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Starting a
College
Archery Club
by Jonathan Miller
In this series, Purdue Archery Club’s president,
Jonathan Miller, is going to share his hard-won experience and tips for starting an archery club at your
university or college. He starts with getting a club
started on paper, then he continues by discussing interacting with college officials to get what resources you
need to help your club thrive. Ed.
To start a college archery club is a big
endeavor, certainly as something to take on while
being a student. Knowing what is ahead is key to
managing your time and effort correctly and setting up a working club in a short period of time.
Even though every school is different regarding its
requirements and limitations, a college archery
club can be created almost anywhere with enough
patience, dedication, and smart uses of resources.
I have had extensive experience with setting up
a college archery program. I started planning the
Purdue University Archery Club as a freshman and
was able to complete the process as a junior. From
nothing more than a piece of paper saying I was a
student organization, I have created a traveling
team, indoor and outdoor fields, a recreational
club, home tournaments, and a shed full of recreational and competitive equipment. I will explain
the process from the first steps to having a full club
from my own experiences and I will include tricks
I picked up along the way.
Getting Started

The first step is to distinguish yourself as an organization with your
school. By becoming an
organization, you entitle yourself to many
benefits and opportunities that are unavailable to
just students. To become an organization, you
might need to have multiple people be part of your
group first, and you can do this by just grabbing a

few friends and putting their names down on the
roster. For instance, at Purdue, I was the President
and my roommate was the Treasurer. Even though
my roommate had never picked up a bow before, he
would just hand the paperwork off to me to complete and I just use his signature. You also need a
faculty advisor to become an organization. This
person typically looks over your expenses to make
sure everything is in line and guides your organization through the paperwork maze at your school.
This person does not need to know anything about

“From nothing more than a piece
of paper saying I was a student
organization, I have created a
traveling team, indoor and outdoor fields, a recreational club,
home tournaments, and a shed
full of recreational and
competitive equipment.”
archery, but I recommend you find someone who is
at least interested in the sport. You can find advisors on lists in student organization offices or by
asking a teacher you like. They can do as little work
as just signing their names on forms, so finding one
is not difficult. Once you have registered yourself
as a student organization, the flood gates will open
and a wave of responsibilities will be coming
your way. It is not
impossible to do by
yourself, but realize that being a student comes
first, so manage your studies-to-archery work ratio
efficiently. Many schools have a list of student
organizations for people looking to join; and you
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will now be added to that list for everyone
to see. Do not be scared by the number of
people contacting you to join, it shows
that your club will thrive in the future, but
not at the very beginning as you are not
ready to take on new people yet. To take
on members, you need a place to shoot,

“. . . the other half is more
difficult—finding a place
to shoot.”
club equipment, spare money, Microsoft
Excel files, paperwork, waivers, etc. There
will be a time when you open your doors
to everyone, but at the start do not advertise or let your organization publicize So, you are walking across the campus of your college and you see large unutilized spaces.
itself at this time. From the beginning, Can you see an archery range, temporary or permanent, here? It all starts with imagiyou need to put a little bit of money down nation. Maybe a new building will be put up here in ten years, until then. . . .
for your club, think of it as an investment that you very important. When you recruit new members
will get back when you complete all this work. into your club, get the following info for your
Either this can be your own money or from people records:
who have become part of your club already even • full name
though it had not been created yet. Register your • student ID number
club with the NAA/USAA and their College • year in school, and
Archery Program (CAP) and make sure everyone • email address.
By doing this, you are collecting valuable inforwho wishes to become competitive archers are
mation in case the school
NAA members.
needs to know who is part
With a newly started
of your organization, but
organization, start strong
also who will be leaving
with your paperwork and
the club based on what
organization. The biggest
year in school they are in,
problem with new organiand how to contact them
zations is that they have
with club information.
no paperwork to use from
The next, and one of the
other clubs or procedures
most important, things
indicating the best way to
you need are waivers. Do
keep track of things. Take
not write this yourself!
some time to anticipate
Do not reinvent the wheel
what you will need. The
when you can use other
following forms are a
club’s forms. Check with
must for any archery club:
other school programs,
• in and out flow of cash
such as such as a pistol
accounts,
• member contact information/organization ros- club, and ask for copies of their waivers because
they will already have a form drafted. If you cannot
ter, and
get a form from someone else, ask your school’s risk
• waivers.
For cash flow, spreadsheets in Microsoft Excel management office for a student activity waiver.
are readily available for you. By using a Check Reg- For your own safety, this must be done before anyister Excel spreadsheet, you can quickly and easily one shoots as part of your school’s club.
You have now set up the paperwork side of
keep track of your account balance at any time (if it
is up to date). When your club grows, keeping your organization, but the other half is more diffitrack of your members and their information is cult—finding a place to shoot. We will focus more

“At this point, you are at the level
of most clubs in the country—
small groups shooting off-campus without coaching. From
here, either you can keep it how
it is and have a working club or
take it to the next level and offer
equipment, coaching, indoor and
outdoor shooting locations, and
traveling teams.”
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on this issue in a future article. Finding a place to shoot is a huge
challenge and will never go away even when you have your own
range. For this article’s purpose, we will assume you have a range
nearby that you can shoot at but is not your own. My recommendation is to use an already established range first even if you have
to drive to get there.
Now you are ready to open your doors to new members, but not
to the point where just anyone can join. The first question people
will ask you is, what should I do if I do not have equipment? Most
of your members will not own their own equipment, so you will
have to provide that equipment for them. We will discuss obtaining
equipment and paying for it in future article. Start growing your
club by only allowing people who own their own equipment in the
club first. Charge a membership fee to raise funds for future
expenses. Get as many people who have their own equipment
already to join as you can because it will make your job significantly easier when shooting and getting the organization going.
At this point, you are at the level of most clubs in the country—
small groups shooting off-campus without coaching. From here,
either you can keep it how it is and have a working club or take it
to the next level and offer equipment, coaching, indoor and outdoor
shooting locations, and traveling teams.
Getting Along—
Interacting with College Officials

To successfully start an organization at your college requires good
communication between you and your school to get everything
done right. Knowing how to interact with college officials is crucial
to getting things accomplished in a timely manner and for the
school to know that your organization is a serious group that has
ambitions to grow.
Finding who to talk to in regards to certain issues is always a
daunting task. Every school is different in how the structure of
responsibilities is laid out. For instance, if at Purdue I wanted to
reserve a room, I would have
to talk to the Registrar but if I
wanted to reserve the Armory
drill floor, I would have to talk
to Space Management. Knowing who to talk to is done
through a process of sending
emails or making calls to different departments. When you
find the department you are looking for, work from the top down.
Start with the top person in the department with what you need
and then if they cannot help you, they will pass you along to someone that can lower in the department. By doing this you trickle
down the officials that are in charge of other officials who probably
can help you with your needs.
In the beginning, always request sit down meetings with college
officials. Use emails only to establish initial contact with the official and a way to request a meeting time. Most organizations and
clubs do most of their work through emails and by doing this the
officials never put an organization name to a face. This is your

“Have fun with your
meetings and dealing
with these college
officials. This is a club,
not a job.”
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chance to network with these people and allow
them to get to know you and your organization. In
most schools, it is a students’ right to request and
hold a meeting with any college official, granted
the official has time. Take advantage of this right
and meet these people face to face. Treat it as if it
were an interview and come prepared with documents, proposals, other materials, and of course –
dressed well.
When scheduling a meeting, make sure you try
to work yourself into their schedule. They understand that you are a student, but also remember
that they are fitting you into their busy schedule
too. If a director of a department is willing to talk
to you and has an opening, try to move a class
around or go to a different class time to accommodate this meeting. An official’s most valuable asset
is their time, so make sure you work with them and
their schedule.
Always come prepared with materials in hand.
Showing officials that you have put thought into
your meeting goes a long way. Even a few pieces of
paper can make all the difference. When at Purdue,
the club had a meeting requesting an outdoor location to shoot. Our field layout was done in MS
Paint and Google Maps. Even though this work is
comparable to a 5th grader, it was able to convey an

idea and stimulate communication on the proposal.
You do not have to go to Kinkos and make professional documents, just bring something for them to
hold on to and see that you put significant thought
into what you are passionate about.
In the meeting, archery is a hard thing to sell to
someone. Due to the safety requirements, space
needed, costs, etc, it is difficult to get officials on
board with getting an organization going. As long
as you are prepared and persistent, they will eventually listen and help with your requests. One thing
that these college officials do is help out a little bit
in the beginning but not enough to get significant
change going. The purpose of this is to make sure
your organization is going to last and is worth the
time investment. Most clubs fall apart because they
are not designed with longevity in mind. By being
persistent and always coming prepared, the officials
will back you on your needs and concerns.
After working or having a meeting with an
official, make sure you start a database of information for your own records and those who plan on
taking your position when you leave. Make an
Excel spreadsheet or Word document that has their
name, contact info, and what they are doing or
have done for your club. This will allow you to
quickly go back and work with people you already

Everything You Need to Know to Become a Better Archer!
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Written by your favorite Archery Focus authors—Rick McKinney, Don
Rabska, Larry Wise, Ty Pelfrey, Dr. Lisa Franseen, Annette Musta, and
others—Precision Archery covers every aspect of target archery. You’ll
find instruction on how to compete, how to perfect your form, and upto-the minute advice on
• bow purchase, initial setup, and tuning
• fitness training to get and keep a competitive edge
• mental preparation and learning how to win
• how to adjust for wind, rain, and other adverse conditions
• the fine art of barebow
• how to work with a coach
• putting your shot together and taking it apart
• how to check out new equipment and work it into your shot
Nothing is left out, even the spirit of archery is addressed! If you are
looking to take your game to the next level, this is the book for you!
 pages • ISBN --- • US $.

Available at Better Pro Shops and Archery Retailers!
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have networked with at a later date if need be. This
will also help out the next person who takes your
position to reconnect with everyone you have
already worked with. You will save the next person
the hassle that you went through to find people
and services just by keeping a simple database.
Another important thing to do with the major officials you meet is to keep them updated with your
progress. Tell them what you have accomplished as
a club and how you are growing. Keeping them
updated will show that you are a group of interest
on campus and require more time and help from
them.
Last, have fun with your meetings and dealing
with these college officials. This is a club not a job,
so don’t be afraid to ask questions and push boundaries to see what you can get. If you make a mistake
with an official, just rework your project and ask
again. These officials are here for students and are
paid to help you get the most out of college and
your organizations. After this article, you should be
able to have a club up and running and starting to
build the networks and connections needed to further advance your organization.
The next article will be discussing how to get
the equipment you need to outfit a growing beginner and competitive club. If you have any questions
regarding this article or specific problems on this
topic, you can contact me at www.purduearchery.com or at millerjk@purdue.edu.
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The Real Way To Make Arrows
by Brian J. Luke
Last time I showed you one method of tapering
your arrow shafts (see photo on the next page for a
reminder) and I promised you another option. Here
it is.
My die that has progressively smaller size holes;
each die changing only 0.005˝ in diameter. Since we
are producing tapers that reduce the diameter 0.062˝
and our die will make a change in diameter of
0.005˝ at a time; divide the length of taper desired
into twelve equal segments. You will have to do a little math before you start to know just how far from
the line you mark on the arrow at the beginning of
the taper to each successive segment. If you mark all
the lines at once on the arrow, you will be removing
them each time you run the arrow in the die. So, you
need to mark the edge of the taper closest to the
center of the shaft and then work your way toward
the end. You need a list of measurements from the
start of the taper line. After each segment has been
completed, mark another line on the shaft.
When you are finished you will have a stepped
taper changing 0.005˝ in diameter for each segment,
creating a series of mere 0.0025˝ steps. These small
steps will be easily
removed with the finish
sanding.
Actually, this technique sounds much better on
paper than in actual practice. The problem lies in a
problem mentioned earlier, that the die will have a
tendency to follow the grain of the arrow. This can
cause you to lose the true center of the shaft and
could produce a crooked and wavy shaft that may be
difficult to straighten.
I have used this die to create some beautiful
tapers on very straight grained cedar shafts with no
problems. This is not the norm however. The best
method to incorporate the die is a combination of
the hand tapering method I described above and the
use of the die for a final check.

In this way you are not removing much if any
wood from each segment and you can be confident
that each segment of each arrow has the same diameter and is perfectly round.
The die will just remove any high spots you left
behind using the hand eye method. With a little
sanding or steel wool to remove the steps and you
are done!
Piling On

Let me now discuss some methods for attaching the
piles or points other than the usual five degree
tapered field point most commonly used.
Some of these methods may seem a little silly to
you, but you just may be like me and get a kick out
of trying different things.
Bullet nose points, such as are used on fiberglass
arrows, are cheap which was my first attraction.
Three Rivers Archery sells packs of 100 in both 1⁄4
inch and 5⁄16 inch diameters. The problem with bullet nose points is that they are too light to give the
arrow a proper 10% or more front of center (F.O.C.)
balance.
To remedy this problem I insert a 0.156˝
diameter brass rod into
the end of the arrow. A 0.156˝ diameter brass rod
weighs approximately forty grains per inch; so
determine how much weight you want (including
the bullet nose point) and cut off a desired length of
brass rod. The next problem is to ensure the hole
you drill in the end of the shaft to accept the brass
rod is exactly in the center of the arrow and runs
true with the shaft.
You may think since this hole is out of sight it
will not matter if it is drilled a little crooked; but I
have found a crooked weight internally in an arrow
shaft to be nearly as disturbing to the flight of the
arrow as a crooked external point.
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Even with accurate machinery, drilling a
straight hole into wood can be a problem because
the drill is easily led off by the different densities of
the wood grain structure.
To remedy this problem . . . you may have
guessed it . . . I built a simple jig. This jig is very
similar to the nock cutting jig. It has a flat bottom
hole drilled to accept the shaft, but above the flat
bottom hole for about 11⁄2 inches is a hole to guide
a 0.156˝ diameter drill bit. This guide keeps the drill
rigid for that 11⁄2 inches before it enters the shaft
aiding greatly to keep the 0.156˝ diameter hole
straight and true with the shaft.
With the brass rod installed all that is left is to
install the bullet nose point. It is desirable to have
the outside diameter of the point the same diameter
as the arrow; so to install the point, a portion of the
arrow must be turned down. This can be easily done
in a lathe, but most of us do not have access to a
lathe. I made up a great little jig that makes short
work of this little task!
At the hardware I found some brass tubing that
was 11⁄32 by 0.014˝ wall thickness. That would be the
exact size of a 2214 aluminum shaft. This was the
perfect size to let the 5⁄16˝ bullet nose points I bought
from Three Rivers to fit into.
Taking one of the bullet nose points with the
point facing down, cut little half round scallops all
the way around the edge of the point with a 0.112˝
diameter needle file. First, file in a grove across the
center, grooving out two opposite edges at the same
time. Then, turn the point to create an “ ” shaped
pattern; then I bisected each section of the “ ” with
the little half round scallops.
The brass tube is also the correct size to slip over
a 5⁄16˝ diameter shaft. Cut the tube about 5 inches
long and insert the 5⁄16˝ cutter point that was made
with the needle file.
Push the scalloped arrow point half way down
the tube and secure it with a little epoxy or a couple
light pricks with a center punch. At the other end of
the brass tube insert a section of 5⁄16 dowel rod to
keep the brass tube from collapsing when it is
chucked up into a drill motor.
The open section of brass tube serves as a guide
for the cutting point that was installed. Simply
chuck the tube into a drill motor and let the point
cut until it bottoms out on the inside of the point.
The cut you just made on the shaft will be the exact
diameter to accept the point and to the exact depth,
perfectly in line with the arrow shaft! This method
of attaching a bullet nose point only applies to a
shaft you do not intend to taper at the point end. It
is really a great option for making up some quick

+

Last time hand tapering was done by filing tapering flats on the shafts
while being held in your “V” channel jig. The use of the point insert (of
the final diameter desired at the point helps you to guaege how far to cut.
In this article other options are described to help you put a taper on your
wood shafts.
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With a simple jig you can drill holes sraight down the shaft to receive wire
weights of point shafts.

dowel rod arrows.
Novel Nail Points Another option for a good
cheap pile can be made very easily with a double
headed nail. It would be helpful but not entirely
necessary to have access to a belt sander and a
pedestal grinder with a fiber cut off wheel.
The actual process of finishing the point will be
done with the nail installed; but to determine the
actual desired point weight we must make up a practice point so to speak.
With a file or cut off wheel on a pedestal
grinder, square off the inside edge where the first
head meets the main body of the nail. This will
ensure a nice seat for the shoulder of the point to
rest on the wood shaft. Cut off the nail about 0.200˝
above this seat. Holding the nail at forty five degrees
to a belt sander or grinding wheel, create a point.
Weigh the pointed nail and determine how much of

You can even make quite good piles from nails!

the other end you need to cut or grind off to get the
point weight desired.
Now you know how long the nail must be, but
we will do our finish point grinding with the nail
installed into the arrow. A drill guide jig as I
described earlier to install the brass rod with the
bullet nose points would be a nice thing to acquire.
You will just need the drill guide to be the correct
diameter to allow easy insertion of the nail into the
shaft.
With the hole drilled to the proper depth to
accept the nail, install the nail with some epoxy or
hot melt glue. Cut the head of the nail off about
0.200˝ above the shoulder; being sure to square off
the shoulders before you install the nail. I like to
rough the point shape on by hand with a pedestal
grinder and set up a “V” block on a forty five degree
angle to a belt sander to finish the point. Finish
grinding the point to the diameter you intend the

Here’s how simple it can be with this jig to put a shoulder cut on your
shafts to accept bullet and other parallel points.

end of the shaft to be. If you are going to taper the
point end of the shaft; this installed point of the
correct diameter will be a great visual guide in the
tapering process. You will be surprise at how quickly and easily this is done!
I mentioned earlier my first hope that a rounded bullet nose point to be kinder to an arrow nock in
the event of an impact; this hope was destroyed, but
I have yet another idea!
I found some 3⁄8˝ diameter black plastic rod
doing a search on the internet (I could not find 5⁄16˝).
The rod is not hard plastic, but sort of squishy like a
hard rubber. Perhaps this could be an answer to a
kinder and gentler arrow point.
My intension is to install a 5⁄32˝ diameter brass
rod as I did for the bullet nose point to get the proper F.O.C. The only difference will be the brass rod
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will protrude from the end of the shaft and this protruded section of brass rod will have had an 8-32 die
run over it to create a small section of threaded rod.
I will then drill and tap an 8-32 hole in a small
section of the black plastic rod; screw on the plastic
stub and proceed to finish grind the point with the
V block and belt sander. If my hopes to create a
kinder point are yet again foiled, at least I will have
created a means to an adjustable screw on point. The
weight of the point can be adjusted by the material
used in making it.
Finishing

Use your imagination when strolling through the
hardware or flea market. You may find just what you
need to create your own piles. I will have to admit,
buying them is much easier, but making them can be
a lot of fun.
Since we have been working on good durable
hardwood shafts, there was no need to discuss the
process of footing. I will do that in a future writing
and will also introduce what I feel to be a very interesting and new concept in wood arrow construction!
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To close I will include a poem written by James
Duff in his mother tongue (an old Scottish dialect). I
would dearly love to put this poem to memory but cannot do so until someone can help me with some of the
pronunciation. If there is anyone willing to do so, please
contact me by Email at longbowluke@gmail.com.
This poem is about an old archer who looks over
his last half-dozen arrows seeing some similarities
between them and his wife and five daughters.

“Use your imagination when
strolling through the hardware or
flea market. You may find just
what you need to create your
own piles. I will have to admit,
buying them is much easier, but
making them can be a lot of
fun.”
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